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Abstract: In image and video analysis, distance transformations (DT) are frequently used. They provide a distance image (DI)
of background pixels to the nearest object pixel. DT touches upon the core of many applications; consequently, not only science
but also industry has conducted a significant body of work in this field. However, in a vast majority of the cases this has not
been published in major scientific outlets but has been filed as a patent application. This article provides a brief introduction into
DT, including a specification of a few of the most prominent algorithms in the field. Next, a few interesting algorithms from the
last decade are discussed. A benchmark including eight DT algorithms (i.e., city block, Danielsson’s algorithm, chamfer 3-4,
hexadecagonal region growing, a recent claimed true Euclidean DT, and three exact Euclidean DT) has been executed, which
illustrates the intriguing complexity of DT in terms of precision and computational complexity. Subsequently, a selection of key
patent applications are discussed that have emerged in this field, including their scientific merit and areas of application. Finally,
this article’s findings are summarized and discussed, with an emphasis on both the common ground of scientific articles and
patent applications as well as the added value they can have to each other.
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1. INTRODUCTION

When comparing academic work with industry’s
patent applications on distance transforms (DT), there
appears to be hardly any overlap between the au-
thors of scientific articles and the inventors of granted
patents. Exceptions to this rule of thumb can be found,
but are rare. So, the transfer of knowledge between
both these research communities seems to be subopti-
mal, to say the least. This limits progress in both aca-
demic settings and in industry, important work from
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the other community remains unknown. Consequently,
the risk that work is reinvented is high. In particular,
for industry this is an undesirable situation, as this in-
creases the risk of patent applications will not hold.

This article aims to bridge the gap in communica-
tion between academics and industry in the area of DT.
We will go through academics’ developments on DT.
Subsequently, recent patent applications on DT are dis-
cussed and compared with the work conducted in aca-
demics. This will be preceded by a brief introduction
on DT, with which we will start now.

With the rise of the computer, already more than
50 years ago, processing of discrete (digital) data be-
came more and more important [1,2]. Consequently, a
proper understanding of discrete spaces was required.
From this, the field of digital geometry (or digital
topology) emerged, which provided the means to study
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the geometry of discrete point spaces (i.e., that belong
to Z2).

The transition from classical geometry (i.e., in Eu-
clidean space in which values include an interval of
real numbers) to digital geometry proved to be chal-
lenging. Some properties of classical geometry do not
hold for digital geometry; for example,

– Often there is not a straight line between two
points. Consequently, multiple shortest paths can
exist between two points;

– On the one hand, when two lines cross, this can
occur without them having pixels in common. So,
it is possible that two non-parallel lines do not
intersect. On the other hand, they can also share
several digital points. So, they intersect over more
than one point;

– No angle exists between two lines that cross with-
out intersecting and, hence, digital trigonometry
does not hold [3]; and

– “Discrete Euclidean Voronoi regions are not al-
ways connected” [4].

In Klette and Rosenfeld’s excellent handbook “Digital
geometry: Geometric methods for digital picture anal-
ysis” [5], in particular in Chapters 3, an exhaustive dis-
cussion is provided on the differences between classi-
cal and digital geometry. Throughout their survey, Fab-
bri et al. [4] also denotes some of these. So, for more
information on this topic we refer to [4, 5].

One of the field’s biggest challenges is the calcu-
lation of distance transforms (DT) and their resulting
distance maps or distance image (DI) [1], in particular
when both precision and computational complexity are
of importance. This transform and its resulting map is
a basic operation, a preprocessing step in the field of
image processing. For example, morphological opera-
tions (e.g., dilation/dilatation and erosion) rely on the
computation of DI [6–8]; see also Fig. (1).

In the areas of computer vision, image and video
processing, it is usually necessary to extract informa-
tion about the shape and the position of the foreground
pixels relative to each other using a segmentation pro-
cedure [9–15]. Subsequently, many techniques are in-
volved to accomplish this task; one such technique is
the DT; see also Fig. (1) [16]. In such a DI, the value
of each pixel represents its distance to the set O of ob-
ject pixels o in the binary image. As such, a Voronoi
surface V (b) of the set O can also be considered to be
a DT [17–19] because it gives the distance from any
background pixel b to the nearest point in the set O.
This is also illustrated by Figs. (2) and (3) that present
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Fig. (1). A processing pipeline of image segmentation, adapted
from [16]. This fundamental operation in image processing, most
often, requires a distance transformation, as is also indicated in this
processing pipeline.
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Fig. (2). An input image consisting of 1 pixel (# A1) and its true Euclidean distance image (EDI; # C1). The four rows below this, visualize
the distance transforms (DT) # 2: city block [1, 2], # 3: chamfer 3-4 [21, 22], # 4: hexadecagonal region growing [23], and # 5: Shih and Wu’s
Euclidean DT [24]. From left to right, the columns indicate: # A: resulting distance image (DIR), # B: absolute difference with EDI (i.e.,
|EDI− DIR|), and # C: relative difference with the EDI (i.e., |EDI− DIR|/EDI). See Sections 1–4 for more information. Table 1 provides the
error statistics for the images visualized here. Note that the (EDI (# C1) is also the output of Danielsson [17], Maurer et al. [33], FEED [12, 20],
and Lucent’s LLT [68]; see also Table 1. Further, note that to optimize the percept of the visualizations, the original intensity values i of all the
images shown here {Ix} were transformed as follows: 255(i−minIx )/maxIx −minIx .
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Table 1
Errors of distance transforms (DT) in a 524 × 524 image (i.e.,
274,576 pixels), consisting of 1 pixel in the center (see also Fig. (2)).
The DT resulting from the following eight algorithms are presented:
city-block, chamfer 3-4, Danielsson, hexadecagonal region growing
(HexaD), Maurer et al., Shih and Wu’s 2-scan (EDT-2), FEED, and
Lucent’s LLT.

DT algorithms error compared to (exact) ED

¬ED (in % pixels) absolute error (in pixels) relative error (in %)
average max average max

city block [1, 2] 99.62 61.52 153.48 29.56 41.42
Danielsson [17] – – – – –
chamfer 3-4 [21, 22] 99.43 6.63 21.19 3.35 5.72
HexaD [23] 99.41 1.41 7.47 0.73 41.42
Maurer et al. [33] – – – – –
EDT-2 [24] – – – – –
FEED [12, 20] – – – – –
LLT [68] – – – – –

Note. With – is denoted that no (or 0) errors have been generated.

true Euclidean DT or Voronoi surfaces. Such a DT is
calculated as follows:

DI(b) = min
o ∈ O

D(b, o), (1)

where D can be any metric and b is a background pixel.
Fig. (2) presents some DIs of a single pixel (in the cen-
ter of the image; look closely) as well as their deviation
from the ED [1, 2, 12, 20–24]. So, as is also illustrated
in both Fig. (2) and Fig. (3), the DI itself relies on the
metric chosen (e.g., the Euclidean distance, ED).

As it is explained above, DT are a rather funda-
mental concept in computational geometry and, conse-
quently, in image processing and computer science in
general. On the one hand, this makes research on DT
interesting for a broad range of applications and, con-
sequently, industry’s interest can be expected as well as
patent applications from their side. On the other hand,
research in this field often concerns improvements of
algorithms in terms of speed / computational complex-
ity [25], as we will also see later in this article. In ap-
plications, these are factors influenced by a variety of
factors, which make the infringement of a patent on
DT hard to detect. From this perspective, the economic
value of patent applications on DT is questionable. So,
the feasibility of patent applications with DT as their
core is like a coin with two sides: infringement ver-
sus impact. This makes it interesting to put the worlds
of scientific articles and industrial patent applications
next to each other, as will be done in the current article.

This article is organized as follows. First, in Sec-
tion 2, we will continue with the introduction of DT
and DI, with the aim to create a common background
of the topic. Next, Section 3 briefly touches upon some
of the most important work done on DT/DI in the pre-
vious century. This section is followed by a report on
the developments in the last decade in Section 4. Then,
a review of the key patent applications that emerged
on DT/DI will be discussed and their relation with re-
search conducted in academic community will be de-
picted in Section 5. We close this article with a discus-
sion in Section 6.

2. DISTANCE TRANSFORM

The DT is a basic operation in computer vision, pat-
tern recognition, and robotics. For instance, if the ob-
ject pixels represent obstacles, then the DT tells us how
far a point is from these obstacles. This information
is for example useful when one needs to segment a
medical image [9–11, 13–15] or tries to move a robot
in the free space and to keep it away from the obsta-
cles [26–28].

DT can be applied in any number of dimensions [21,
29–34] as well as on image sequences (i.e, video) [12].
Distance is a fundamental notion with such functions.
The Lp distance metric is defined as follows:

dp(x,y) =
(∑n

i=1 |xi − yi|p
)1/p

, (2)
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Fig. (3). An input image consisting of some simple test objects (# A1) and their true Euclidean distance image (EDI; # C1). The four rows below
this, visualize the distance transforms (DT) # 2: city block [1, 2], # 3: chamfer 3-4 [21, 22], # 4: hexadecagonal region growing [23], and # 5:
Shih and Wu’s Euclidean DT [24]. From left to right, the columns indicate: # A: resulting distance image (DIR), # B: absolute difference with
EDI (i.e., |EDI − DIR|), and # C: relative difference with the EDI (i.e., |EDI − DIR|/EDI). See Sections 1–4 for more information. Table 2
provides the error statistics for the images visualized here. Note that the (EDI (# C1) is also the output of Maurer et al. [33], FEED [12, 20],
and Lucent’s LLT [68]; see also Table 2. Danielsson [17] had some small errors; however, they are hard to visualize in this manner, with this
resolution. Further, note that to optimize the percept of the visualizations, the original intensity values i of all the images shown here {Ix} were
transformed as follows: 255(i−minIx )/maxIx −minIx .
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Table 2
Errors of distance transforms (DT) in a 524 × 524 image (i.e., 274,576 pixels), consisting of some simple test objects (see also Fig. (3)). The
DT resulting from the following eight algorithms are presented: city-block, chamfer 3-4, Danielsson, hexadecagonal region growing (HexaD),
Maurer et al., Shih and Wu’s 2-scan (EDT-2), FEED, and Lucent’s LLT.

DT algorithms error compared to (exact) ED

¬ED (in % pixels) absolute error (in pixels) relative error (in %)
average max average max

city block [1, 2] 85.01 11.95 71.76 21.68 41.42
Danielsson [17] 0.09 δa 0.17 δr 6.07
chamfer 3-4 [21, 22] 84.60 1.65 9.44 2.96 5.72
HexaD [23] 83.86 0.41 3.70 1.02 41.42
Maurer et al. [33] – – – – –
EDT-2 [24] 5.03 0.04 3.09 0.09 7.28
FEED [12, 20] – – – – –
LLT [68] – – – – –

Notes. The exact average errors produced by Danielsson’s algorithm [17] are δa = 0.000031 (absolute) and δr = 0.000510 (relative).
With – is denoted that no (or 0) errors have been generated.

where x and y are n-tuples, i is used to denote their n
coordinates (or dimensions), and 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞.

Although the Lp distance metric can be defined in
an n-dimensional space (see Eq. 2), in practice of-
ten a two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D)
space is required [32, 35–37], as most digital images
are 2D or 3D. For higher dimensional spaces (i.e.,
n > 3), applications are less apparent and, hence, little
patent applications will be filed in this area. Therefore,
this article focussed mainly on 2D DT and to a lesser
extend on 3D DT, which is an established field on its
own [32, 35].

The golden standard for 2D DT is the Euclidean DT
(EDT). Often one wants to determine the exact ED.
The Euclidean metric (dE) is directly derived from
Eq. 2 with p = 2, which results in:

dE((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) =√
(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2.

(3)

However, even in 2D, finding the DT with respect
to the Euclidean metric is rather time consuming. In
order to tackle the computational burden of EDT, two
strategies have been adopted: i) approximation of ex-
act EDs and ii) parallel implementations [38–43]. This
overview article focuses on the first strategy.

To determine the quality of a DT, its deviation (or
error) from its golden standard the EDT has to be de-
termined; see also Figs. (2) and (3). This deviation can
be defined in several ways, such as the:

– average error (absolute and/or relative),

– maximum error (absolute and/or relative),
– number of pixels in the DI with an incorrect dis-

tance assigned to it, and
– the variance in errors

of the difference between the DT and EDT. A range
of factors determine which measure one should take.
The area of application is the most important factor.
Of course, a range of other measures can be defined.
Regrettably, in most papers, the error measure is not
defined; an exception to this is [23]. In this paper, the
error measures are made explicit; see also Tables 1–3.
All three tables denote the first three measures of the
four just mentioned.

Although Eq. 1 is straightforward, it is hard to de-
velop an algorithm that calculates the DT quickly [7,
25, 44–47]. In practice, the calculation of DT starts
with the initialization of the algorithm. Assign an ini-
tial integer distance DI(x, y) to each pixel (x, y) of
picture I , and initialize these as follows:

DI(x, y) = 0 if I(x, y) ∈ O
DI(x, y) = ∆ if I(x, y) 6∈ O, (4)

with ∆ >
√
X2 + Y 2, where X and Y are respec-

tively the number of columns and the number of rows
of the picture grid [5, 48], which together define the
image size. This initialization is generic, suitable for
most DT. After the initialization, DI can be generated.

Although often unmentioned, it should be noted that
in most cases a (standard) rectangular grid is assumed.
However, alternatives have also been explored; for ex-
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Table 3
Errors and timing results of distance transforms (DT) on a set of 160 (size: 524 × 524, with 3%–77% object pixels) artificially generated
images, such as also shown in Fig. (3)). The DT resulting from the following eight algorithms are presented: city-block, chamfer 3-4, Danielsson,
hexadecagonal region growing (HexaD), Maurer et al., Shih and Wu’s 2-scan (EDT-2), FEED, and Lucent’s LLT.

DT algorithms error compared to (exact) ED timing

¬ED (in % pixels) absolute error (in pixels) relative error (in %) in ms/image in ns/pixel
average max average max total rms* total rms*

city block [1, 2] 59.10 4.55 90.38 14.46 41.42 1.86 0.22 6.76 0.81
Danielsson [17] 0.23 δa 0.33 δr 11.80 6.45 0.81 23.50 2.95
chamfer 3-4 [21, 22] 58.17 0.64 12.70 1.93 5.72 5.30 0.54 19.30 1.98
HexaD [23] 57.41 0.22 5.93 1.35 41.42 14.11 2.77 51.39 10.08
Maurer et al. [33] – – – – – 10.10 0.75 36.79 2.72
EDT-2 [24] 5.24 0.04 12.47 0.13 7.70 14.24 3.52 51.84 12.82
FEED [12, 20] – – – – – 2.80 0.28 10.20 1.01
LLT [68] – – – – – 9.00 0.95 32.77 3.46

Notes. rms* (i.e., root mean square) indicates the variation in time due to the content of the images.
The exact average errors produced by Danielsson’s algorithm [17] are δa = 0.003 (absolute) and δr = 0.00075 (relative).
With – is denoted that no (or 0) errors have been generated.

ample, triangular and hexagonal grids [48–50] and
sparse grids [51]. For an overview of the possible grids,
we refer to [5].

In principle, DT are binary; that is, only two types of
pixels are distinguished: those that belong to an object
(i.e., I(x, y) ∈ O) and those that do not belong to an
object (i.e., I(x, y) 6∈ O), often denoted as background
pixels. However, in practice, often multiple objects or
classes are present and need to be distinguished [19,
52, 53]. For this purpose, a multi object or multi class
DT is required. Fortunately, a straightforward solution
can be implemented that solves this issue. The class or
object label of the input pixel I(x, y) that provides the
minimum distance can be placed in a second DI+ (i.e.,
a matrix) [19,52]. So, with assigning a new DI(x, y) to
I(x, y), also DI+ needs to be updated.

With the introduction (Section 1; see also Fig. (1))
and the current section, the authors hope to have given
a brief introduction on the basic elements of compu-
tational geometry related to DT. With depicting a pro-
cessing pipeline of image segmentation (see Fig. (1))
we hope to have stressed the importance of DT for this
fundamental operation in image processing and, con-
sequently, for image processing in general. In the next
two sections, we will discuss the academic research
conducted in the last 30+ years of the previous cen-
tury (Section 3) and, subsequently, in the last decade
(Section 4). After these sections, an overview will be
provided of the research as conducted in industry and
described in its key patent applications (Section 5).

3. ON MORE THAN 30 YEARS OF RESEARCH

With more than 30 years of research on DT, it falls
far beyond the scope of this article to provide an ex-
tensive review. Therefore, we will highlight some of
the most important works done on DT in the previous
century. For an excellent recent review, we refer to [4].
We hope that this selective review provides some addi-
tional understanding on DT, in particular EDT, as well.
Moreover, an explanation of this work is required to
understand the key patent applications that emerged in
this field, in particular, in the last decade, as will be
discussed in Section 5.

Rosenfeld and Pfaltz [1, 2] introduced the first dis-
tance functions and their accompanying proofs and al-
gorithms, which could be utilized for the generation of
DI for digital (2D) images. The two distance functions
that have become most famous are the city-block dis-
tance (d4):

d4((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) =
|x1 − x2|+ |y1 − y2|

(5)

and the chessboard distance (d8):

d8((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) =
max{|x1 − x2|, |y1 − y2|},

(6)

where (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) ∈ Z2.
The city-block distance allows measuring only in

horizontal and vertical directions (see also Figs. (2)
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Fig. (4). The execution times as function of the percentage (%) of object pixels in the 160 images, for the following eight DT algorithms:
city-block [1, 2], Danielsson [17], chamfer 3-4 [21, 22], hexadecagonal region growing (HexaD) of Coiras et al. [23], Maurer et al.’s algo-
rithm [33], Shih and Wu’s Euclidean DT (EDT-2) [24], FEED [12, 20], and Lucent’s LLT [68]. This shows that the execution time is dependent
on the content of de images; for example, the percentage of object pixels, as shown here, but also the border pixels.

and (3)), while the chessboard distance also takes di-
agonal directions into consideration. So, the d4 or d8

distance of two points is the number of steps required
to reach either point from the other, where only city-
block or chessboard movements can be used, respec-
tively.

To obtain a better approximation for the ED, Rosen-
feld and Pfaltz [1, 2] defined the octagonal distance
(doct): the alternate use of the city-block and chess-
board motions. Geometrically, the corresponding “disks”
of d4, d8, and doct are diamonds, squares (see also
Fig. (2)), and octagons. Hence, doct provides the best
approximation of the ED out of these three distances.

Twenty years after Rosenfeld and Pfaltz [1, 2],
Borgefors [21, 22] introduced her chamfer DT:

dC((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) ={
∆y d2 + (∆x −∆y) d1 for ∆y ≤ ∆x

∆x d2 + (∆y −∆x) d1 for ∆y > ∆x

(7)

where ∆x = |x1 − x2| and ∆y = |y1 − y2|. Opti-
mal values should be chosen for d1 and d2 (under the
assumption: d2 < 2 d1) to approach the ED as well
as possible. What the optimal values are depends on
the application at hand and the trade-off between com-
putational complexity and accuracy. On how to opti-
mize the chamfer DT, we refer to the original article
of Borgefors [21, 22]. An alternative heuristic to ob-
tain optimal values for d1 and d2 can be found in [54],
which is a patent application.

Note that Borgefors’ [21, 22] elegant chamfer DT
can be applied with several metrics, such as the city
block (with d1 = 1 and d2 = ∞) and chessboard
(with d1 = d2 = 1) metrics; see also Eqs. 5 and 6 (cf.
Eq. 7). Figs. (2) and (3) present visualizations of cham-
fer DT with d1 = 3 and d2 = 4, as it was introduced
in [21,22]. Since its introduction until this very day, the
algorithm provided in Appendix 1 of [21] frequently
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has been applied both in science and industry. This il-
lustrated by numerous scientific articles as well as by
various patent applications; for example, [54–57]. A
reason for this its time complexity ofO(nm), with nm
being the number of pixels in the image.

Borgefors’ algorithm requires an initialization, as
defined by Eq. 4. Subsequently, the algorithm uses a
forward and a backward pass that replace DI(x, y) in
DI, as follows:

% Forward pass:
for y = 1 to Y − 1

for x = 0 to X − 1
DI(x, y) = min{DI(x− 1, y − 1) + d2,

DI(x− 1, y) + d1,
DI(x+ 1, y − 1) + d2,
DI(x, y − 1) + d1,
DI(x, y)}

% Backward pass:
for y = Y − 1 to 1

for x = X − 1 to 1
DI(x, y) = min{DI(x, y + 1) + d1,

DI(x− 1, y + 1) + d2,
DI(x+ 1, y) + d1,
DI(x+ 1, y + 1) + d2,
DI(x, y)},

(8)

where d1 and d2 depend on the metric of choice.
In 1980, Per-Erik Danielsson [17] proved that near-

to Euclidean DI can be generated by effective sequen-
tial algorithms. Although neither generic nor as ele-
gant as other algorithms (e.g., Borgefors’ algorithm,
see also Eq. 8, and the algorithm of Maurer et al. [33]),
on approaching the ED it outperformed all the other
algorithms produced so far, including Borgefors’ later
on developed algorithm; see Fig. (4). In the worst case
Danielsson’s algorithm has an error that is only a frac-
tion of the grid constant, as Danielsson explains nicely
himself [17]. Being that close to the ED, throughout
the years this algorithm has become the algorithm to
beat. This makes it, even more than 30 years after
its introduction, until this very day, an algorithm that
has been applied often both in science and industry
(cf. [43, 54–56]).

The precision of Danielsson’s algorithm has its
downside. It uses a descriptor consisting of two com-

ponents: |x1−x2| and |y1−y2|, which increases the al-
gorithm’s computational complexity; see also Table 3.
As shown in Eq. 9, Danielsson had to modify its raster
scanning. This increases the computational complex-
ity of the algorithm even further. So, although approx-
imating the ED closely, its computational complexity
is a problem for various application areas.

Danielsson’s algorithm used during both the initial-
ization and the two scans over the image, a vector value
(DIv(x, y)) per pixel. Here, the norm of the vector is
its distance. These vectors are initialized as (0, 0) for
object pixels and (Z,Z) for background pixels, where
Z is an large enough integer. The two scans, each re-
quires three passes over each row:

% First picture scan:
for y = 1 to Y − 1

for x = 0 to X − 1
DIv(x, y) = min{DIv(x, y),

DIv(x, y − 1) + (0, 1)}
for x = 1 to X − 1

DIv(x, y) = min{DIv(x, y),
DIv(x− 1, y) + (1, 0)}

for x = X − 2 to 0
DIv(x, y) = min{DIv(x, y),

DIv(x+ 1, y) + (1, 0)}

% Second picture scan:
for y = Y − 2 to 0

for x = 0 to X − 1
DIv(x, y) = min{DIv(x, y),

DIv(x, y + 1) + (0, 1)}
for x = 1 to X − 1

DIv(x, y) = min{DIv(x, y),
DIv(x− 1, y) + (1, 0)}

for x = X − 2 to 0
DIv(x, y) = min{DIv(x, y),

DIv(x+ 1, y) + (1, 0)}.

(9)

Finally, the DI is calculated as DI(x, y) = |DIv(x, y)|.
After almost twenty years [17], Coiras et al. [23]

introduced hexadecagonal region growing, which was
an interesting alternative for the existing approaches.
Figs. (2) and (3) visualize the DT based on Coiras’
hexadecagonal region growing (see also Eq. 10), in-
cluding its errors. Their work continues part of the
work that was done by Kulpa and Kruse, 15 years
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before [58]. In their article “Algorithms for circular
propagation in discrete images” Kulpa and Kruse [58]
present several algorithms. In the last section of their
article, they mention that a “. . . schema can be called
‘hexadecagonal’ . . . ” but do not provide an algorithm
for it. Coiras et al. [23] analyzed this hexagonal DT
and, subsequently, provided an algorithm for the em-
pirical hexagonal growth presented in [58].

Similar to the original work of Rosenfeld and
Platz [1, 2], Coiras et al. [23] also proposed a com-
bination of d4 and d8 growth. Coiras et al. [23] used
the identification of vertex pixels for vertex growth
inhibition. This resulted in an approximation of the
EDT up to 97.4%, at least so they claim (cf. Figs. (2)
and (3) and Tables 1 and 2). As such, it approximates
the EDT better than the chamfer 5-7-11 model, intro-
duced in [21, 22] that served as the ‘standard’ for hex-
adecagonal distance for more than a decade. Coiras et
al.’s algorithm for hexadecagonal growth [23] is de-
fined as follows:

for i = 1 to R
for o ∈ β(O)

if ¬(o ! = V ∧ i mod 5 = 0 ∧ i mod 45 ! = 0)
if (i mod 2 = 0 ∧ i mod 12 ! = 0 ∧
i mod 410 ! = 0)

then
grow o with d8

else
grow o with d4,

(10)

where R denotes the number of iterations (or the ra-
dius of the region growing process), β(O) denotes the
boundary pixels of objectO, and V denotes vertex (i.e.,
the point opposite to and farthest from the base in a fig-
ure). Further, note that this algorithm can be easily op-
timized such that modulus computations are required
only once per iteration i instead of once per boundary
pixel o ∈ β(O).

Although the principle underlying hexadecagonal
region growing is interesting, its performance is dis-
appointing. Danielsson’s algorithm (see Eq. 9 is only
20% slower than chamfer 3-4 (see Eqs. 7 and 8),
Coiras et al.’s algorithm (see Eq. 10) requires 2× the
time chamfer 3-4 needs. For more information on tim-

ing results, we refer to Table 3 and to Fig. (4), which
both provides a comparison with various other algo-
rithms.

All the previously described algorithms are based
on raster scanning or region growing using only in-
formation from a limited area around each consid-
ered pixel. In that way they achieved time complex-
ity O(nm), with nm being the number of pixels in
the image. It also means that they can be extended to
3D and higher dimensional images and also images
with anisotropic pixels and voxels. But in that way they
could not overcome the problem of disconnected (Eu-
clidean) Voronoi regions. So, they all produce approx-
imations of the EDT, in some cases, like Danielsson’s,
this can be described as semi-exact EDT in the sense
that for most pixels an exact EDT is achieved but for
a small fraction of the pixels a (slightly) wrong value
is delivered; see also Tables 1–3. Many authors have
developed extensions to the above type of algorithms
to correct this situation.

In 1998, Shih and Liu [59] presented their method
to obtain EDT. They started with four scans of the
image. This produced a similar result as Danielsson’s
algorithm [17]; see also Eq. 9. Next, a look-up ta-
ble method was used to correct the wrong pixels.
For a large majority of cases, they were able to de-
termine exact EDT. One year later, Cuisenaire and
Macq [60] also introduced an exact EDT. First, they
calculated an approximate EDT, using ordered propa-
gation by bucket sorting. This procedure produces a re-
sult similar to Danielsson’s [17]. Second, they applied
neighborhoods of increasing size to improve. How-
ever, these and similar approaches lead to complicated
algorithms with a high time complexity.

In parallel to the above developments, so called in-
dependent scanning algorithms were developed. This
principle was devised by Rosenfeld and Pfaltz [1, 2].
They started with processing each row independently
from each other calculating for each background pixel
its squared ED to the nearest object pixel in the row.
Then they processed each resulting column indepen-
dently from the others in a complicated way to produce
the final 2D EDT. The idea behind this approach was
that in principle an exact EDT with time complexity of
O(nm) could be reached provided that for each col-
umn the number of feature pixels taken into account
could be reduced to order O(n). Progress was made
into that direction but not achieved in the previous cen-
tury. The resulting algorithms did achieve exact EDT
but not the desired O(nm) and were rather complex.
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All this academic research resulted in a wide range
of applications, where DT were applied. Generally
speaking, chamfer distance was applied particularly
often. Probably mainly because many variants of them
were developed; so, they became well known. Also the
accuracy could be improved by increasing the size of
the considered neighborhood around each pixel until
that was sufficient for a particular application.

In the last decade of the previous century, DT found
their way to applications such as route planning [61]
and (robot) navigation [26], collision prevention [27],
handwriting recognition [62], image segmentation [9]
(see also Fig. (1)), skeletonization [63], Voronoi tessel-
lations [30, 64], Watershed algorithms [65], and MRI
data analysis [66]. Next, we will discuss some promi-
nent academic research as reported in the last decade
and refer to advances made on existing applications
and the introduction of new applications, compared to
those just mentioned.

4. THE LAST DECADE

Since their introduction by Rosenfeld and Platz [1],
DT have received a heavily fluctuating amount of at-
tention throughout the years. With the start of this cen-
tury, however, DT and EDT in particular, have again
gained in interest. In addition to established names in
the field, a number of new names have reported their
work in the field. Some of this work will be depicted
in this section. Again (cf. Section 3), we will refrain
from providing an exhaustive review, as this is far be-
yond the scope of this article. For an excellent recent
review, we refer to [4]. Alternatively, we will briefly
denote some of the most noteworthy work done on DT
in the last decade.

Shortly after [59] and [60], Costa et al. [67] pre-
sented a method to determine EDT, using the concept
of exact dilations. Their work was closely followed by
Borgefors and colleagues, who presented several DT
in two special issues of journals: [44, 45].

In the same year as FEED was launched [20], Shih
and Wu [24] introduced their two scan method, with
which they claimed to be able to obtain true exact
EDTs. However, their algorithm does not do so in
all cases (cf. Figs. (2) and (3)). Van den Broek et
al. [19] determined that their claim was only justified
in roughly 99% of the cases. This is also confirmed
by the timing and error results reported earlier in this
article; see Table 3.

Early in this century, much progress was made with
the independent scanning approach to obtain exact
EDT in a fast way; see also Table 3 and Fig. (4). In
2003, Maurer, Qi, and Raghavan [33] introduced an
EDT for arbitrary dimensions (cf. [21,32,34]). Besides
using independent scanning also called dimensionality
reduction, this algorithm is based on Breu et al.’s par-
tial Voronoi diagram calculation [18]. Hence, Maurer
et al.’s algorithm can be regarded as a generalization
of the algorithm by Breu et al. to arbitrary dimensions.
Their general recursive EDT algorithm produces the
squared EDT for isotropic voxels of arbitrary dimen-
sions. For a fixed number of dimensions they indicate
that it is easier using consecutive code loops for which
they also provide optimizations. Note that all compu-
tations can be implemented in integer arithmetic. Fur-
ther they also provide an adaption to anisotropic vox-
els, possible requiring floating point operations. Be-
sides using the Euclidean or L2 metric, the algorithm
can also be adapted to any other Lp metric, like the
city-block and chessboard metrics. The time complex-
ity is proven to be O(N), with N being the number of
voxels.

In 2009 Lucet [68] presented several sequential
exact EDT algorithms based on fundamental trans-
forms of convex analysis: the Legendre Conjugate or
Legendre-Fenchel transform and the Moreau enve-
lope or Moreau-Yosida approximate. The two new al-
gorithms also use dimensionality reduction and also
achieve O(nm) time complexity (cf. Table 3 and
Fig. (4)). The LLT algorithm is applicable to any im-
age, the less general NEP algorithm requires convex
data to function correctly but is then faster than the
LLT algorithm. Both methods can also be extended to
arbitrary dimensions and can be implemented in inte-
ger arithmetic.

One year after [33], Schouten and Van den Broek [20]
presented their Fast Exact Euclidean Distance (FEED)
transformation. With FEED, they introduced an algo-
rithm, which obtained a true exact EDT in a compu-
tationally cheap way, see also Figs. (2)–(4) and Ta-
bles 1–3.

The naive implementation of FEED is rather straight-
forward. First, FEED is initialized as follows:

DI(b) = if (b ∈ O) then 0 else∞, (11)

where b are background pixels and O is the set object
pixels o; see also Eq. 1. Subsequently, it calculates the
EDT starting directly from its definition (see Eq. 1), or
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rather its inverse:

foreach o ∈ O
determine: Ao

update: foreach a ∈ Ao do
DI(a) = min{DI(a),ED2(o, a)},

(12)

where Ao is the area where o should feed distances to.
To avoid square roots, ED2 is used instead of ED.

Further, note that with o ∈ O in Eq. 12, only the border
pixels of O need to be considered because

min{ED(b, o)} == ED(b, ob), (13)

where ob is a border pixel of O (i.e., having at least
one of its four 4-connected pixels in the background).
However, to make FEED truly computationally effi-
cient, several additional speed ups are required. These
fall beyond the scope of the current article. For speci-
fications of FEED’s speed-ups we refer to [20, 28].

FEED has been compared with a broad range of
other algorithms, among which those that are men-
tioned in the current paper. See also Figs. (2) and (3)
for a visualization of five algorithms on the same im-
ages and Table 1–3 as well as Fig. (4) for timing re-
sults. This collection of algorithms comprised both ex-
act EDT, excellent approximations of EDT, and rough
estimations of EDT, as illustrated in Figs. (2) and (3)
and calculated as shown in Tables 1–3. Time after time
FEED proved to be not only the fastest exact EDT
but also faster than all approximations of EDT it was
benchmarked against. The current timing results con-
form this again; see Table 3 and Fig. (4). Moreover,
even when compared with rough estimation such as
those defined by Eqs. 5–6, FEED performed excel-
lently (cf. Table 3 and Fig. (4)).

However, FEED has its downside as well. Seen the
requirements on reducing the size ofAo to obtain min-
imal execution time (see Eq. 12), the process for it can
not be optimized for a given image. It can only be opti-
mized for a sample of the type of images one wants to
process for certain applications. Thus, the time com-
plexity cannot be proven in a theoretical way. FEED’s
speed has only been proved through experimental re-
sults (cf. Table 3). Although this has been done repeat-
edly [12,19,20,28,37,52,69] (cf. Table 3 and Fig. (4)),

in contrast with the other methods, it cannot be proved
that the arithmetic complexity is O(nm).

Currently, after more than 45 years of research on
DT, a large number of DT algorithms is available. For
eight of them, we have tested our implementations on a
set of 160 artificial generated images of size 524×524
pixels; see Table 3. The number, size, position and type
of objects were varied to cover a range from about 3%
to 78% object pixels. In Table 3 accuracy and timing
results are given, as determined on a PC with an Intel
Core 2 Duo E6550P R© 2.33GHz processor (2×32KB
data and 2×32KB instruction L1 cache, 4096 KB L2
cache) and with 1024 MB memory, using the gcc com-
piler. Although all the algorithms have a theoretical
proven or experimentally indicated time complexity of
O(n2), there is a large variation in execution between
them, as is shown in Table 3 and illustrated in Fig. (4).
In Fig. (4) the execution times are given as function
of the percentage of object pixels. This shows that the
execution time is dependent on the content of de im-
ages. For certain algorithm it decreases, for others it
increases with increasing percentage of object pixels.

Judging from the accuracy and timing information
alone (see Table 3), one would expect that the use of
the non-exact algorithms will decrease rapidly. How-
ever, there are other factors playing a role, such as
the ease of implementation or the integration of the
DT algorithm with other algorithm in the processing
chain of an application. For example, in our expe-
rience Danielsson [17] is much easier to implement
starting from its publication than Maurer et al. [33],
FEED [20], and Lucent’s LLT [68] are. Regarding an
application, if that would require only distances up to
a certain maximum M to be determined and larger
distances classified as “large”, than HexaD [23] and
FEED [20] can be easily adapted to provide that with
an increased speed. This by limiting R in Eq. 10 to
M and by restricting Ao in Eq. 12 directly to a cir-
cle with radius M . The other methods would still re-
quire that the whole image is processed; consequently,
for these methods there are hardly any means to speed
up processing. Further, when speed is of utmost cru-
cial, exploitation of modern hardware developments
like multi-core CPUs or GPUs might be different for
the different types of DT algorithms. The above argu-
ments made a elaborate discussion of the development
of the non-exact ED algorithms useful, despite the ex-
istence of very fast exact ED algorithm.

The vast amount of academic research conducted
on DT since the start of this century resulted in mul-
tiple algorithms, which computational complexity is
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O(nm) (even in nD), as is discussed in the current
section. These developments also resulted in a fur-
ther extension of the range of applications (cf. Sec-
tion 3), including: route planning [70], (robot) navi-
gation [28, 56], video surveillance [69, 71], handwrit-
ing recognition [72], internal radiation therapy [13],
image segmentation [10, 11] (see also Fig. (1)), skele-
tonization [73], Bouligand-Minkowsky fractal dimen-
sion [74], neuromorphometry [73, 75], MRI data anal-
ysis [76], and volume rendering [77]. Some applica-
tion areas of DT were simply explored in alternative
ways, some were brand new (cf. Section 3). Next, we
will discuss how research conducted in industry con-
tributed to the developments in DT by way of review-
ing the patent applications granted in the last 20 years.

5. PATENT APPLICATIONS

DT are a rather fundamental concept in computa-
tional geometry and, consequently, in computer sci-
ence in general. This makes research on DT interesting
for a broad range of applications (see also Sections 3
and 4), which makes DT interesting for industry. How-
ever, work in this field concerns improvements of al-
gorithms either in precision of the approximation of
EDT or in speed / computational complexity [25] (cf.
Tables 1–3 and Fig. (4)), where many other factors of-
ten determine both the application’s speed and preci-
sion. Consequently, the infringement of a patent on DT
may be hard to detect. This raises questions to whether
patent applications in this field can be of sufficient eco-
nomical value. In sum, the endeavor of filing patent ap-
plications on DT has its pros and cons, which makes
an analysis on them valuable.

This section will report on an exhaustive search for
key patent applications on DT specific. We will re-
frain from reporting on an exhaustive search for patent
applications that apply DT to assure the appropriate
narrow scope for this article. Dozens of patent appli-
cations were found concerning either DT themselves,
their application, or related techniques. A selection of
10 key patent applications that emerged will be dis-
cussed in order of publication. Note that various others
are mentioned throughout this article as well.

In 1990, Fujioka and Watanabe [78] (Kabushiki
Kaisha Toshiba, Kawasaki, Japan) had their patent ap-
plication granted, which they had filed two years be-
fore. Their invention concerned a “method and appara-
tus for obtaining an object image and distance data of
a moving object”. This is by far the oldest patent ap-

plication on DT the authors are acquainted with. The
description of their invention touches upon the essence
of DT algorithms. Fujioka and Watanabe [78] state that
their invention comprises: “an image memory for stor-
ing a reference monitor image of a designated moni-
tor region”, which we have denoted as I in Sections 2
and 3 and “a distance map memory for storing a dis-
tance map”, which we have denoted as DI in Sec-
tions 2 and 3. They continue by elaborating on both I
and DI: “the monitor image of the designated moni-
tor region and the distance map comprising a plurality
of blocks having distance data from a predetermined
reference point to points in the monitor region corre-
sponding to each of the blocks”. Further, they specify
“an object image detector for detecting an object image
of the moving object . . . ”, as it is nowadays consid-
ered a standard procedure (cf. [28,69,71]). Lastly, they
state that it is required to have “a distance detector for
detecting the distance from the reference point to the
moving object, from the detected object image and the
distance map . . . ”. Taken together, this patent applica-
tion touches upon the essence of DT and illustrates one
of its core applications: navigation and object detec-
tion. Nevertheless, the authors are not acquainted with
even a single reference in scientific literature to this
patent application. So, it seems that this is the first time
this work was unveiled to the scientific community.

Five years after Fujioka and Watanabe [78], Bick
and Giger [16] (Arch Development Corporation, Chicago,
IL, USA) had their patent granted on “a method for the
automated segmentation of medical images, including
generating image data from radiographic images of the
breast.” Medical image segmentation [9–11, 13–15] is
one of image processing’s most important fields of ap-
plication. A significant amount of progress has been
achieved in this field, as is illustrated by this patent
application. 15 years ago the segmentation processing
pipeline as introduced in this patent (see also Fig. (1))
made it worth granting the patent application. Nowa-
days, such a processing pipeline is considered common
knowledge in (medical) image processing (cf. [14].
This patent application is, as the inventor stated, ap-
plicable to breast mammograms, including the extrac-
tion of the skin line, the correction for non-uniform ex-
posure conditions, hand radiographs and chest radio-
graphs. However, its applications go well beyond this
and stretch over all the application areas that require
image segmentation, with at most minor changes to a
processing pipelines needed (cf. Fig. (1)).

Sekiguchi, Sano, and Yokoyama [79] filed their
patent “Method of and apparatus for region detec-
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tion in three dimensional voxel data” in 1994 and
got it accepted for publication in 1996. As such, it
was the only patent application published on 3D DT
that we found that was published in the previous cen-
tury (cf. [32, 35–37]). That this were indeed the early
days of bringing 3D DT to practice is illustrated by
the inventors, who state that the goal of their in-
vention is “. . . minimizing the human operation to be
achieved for the extraction processing to guarantee re-
liability of extraction.” This concerns region extrac-
tion or segmentation of medical images (e.g., attained
from X-ray, CT and MRI) [14, 15]. This was also the
case with the patent of Bick and Giger [16]; how-
ever, Sekiguchi et al. [79] invented another processing
pipeline, adapted to 3D images.

In 1999, a patent of Rucklidge and Jaquith [80] of
Xerox Corporation (Stamford, CT, USA) was pub-
lished. It concerned a fast, low-overhead implemen-
tations of a powerful, reliable image matching en-
gine based on the Hausdorff distance [81]. This work
follows earlier work of Rucklidge and colleagues
(e.g., [81]).The image matching engine is fed a pattern
that has to be recognized in images. Subsequently, a
database of images can be supplied in which the pat-
tern needs to be recognized if present. The image is
preprocessed with the processor using various mor-
phological dilation operations (cf. Fig. (1)). This can
produce a set of preprocessed images. Subsequently,
the engine conducts a hierarchical search for the pat-
tern in the database of images. To limit the engine’s
computational load, DT are applied within bound-
ing boxes. They apply this principle throughout their
complete processing pipeline. Moreover, they suggest
fast recursive algorithms and parallel implementations,
which both stresses the high computational complexity
of such engines.

Braspenning et al. [82] of Koninklijke Philips Elec-
tronics N.V. (Eindhoven, the Netherlands) proposed a
method to segment digital images; see also Fig. (1).
As they denote themselves, this is a basic procedure
in digital image processing, which is required for a lot
of applications. Please see Fig. (1) for its processing
pipeline. It extends current work in that it assigns to
each I(x, y) the objects closest to it (cf. the note on
multi class DT in Section 2). Subsequently, it goes one
step further and assigns not only the object each pixel
is closest to but also to which side of this object.

Four years after Braspenning et al. [82], Liang and
Bogoni [83] of Siemens Corporation (Iselin, NJ, US)
also had their patent, titled: “System and method for
toboggan-based object segmentation using distance

transform” granted; see also Fig. (1). Their main con-
tribution lays in that they apply DT not on multi class,
but still binary, images but on (arbitrary) multi-level
images, where each level of intensity could denote a di-
mension, as the authors phrase. Liang and Bogoni [83]
propose to define a number of thresholds, which re-
duces the number of levels (or dimensions) to the pre-
ferred one. So, in principle, they simply propose to
quantize a multi-level intensity image to a lower-level
intensity image. Although quite straight forward, this
is indeed a procedure that can show its use in practice.

In both the same year as Liang and Bogoni [83]
(i.e., 2009) and one year after this (i.e., 2010), Lee
and Phan [84, 85] (Bellevue, WA, USA) had two re-
lated patent applications granted on respectively a “im-
age region partitioning using pre-labeled regions” and
a “method for adaptive image region partitioning and
morphological processing”, such as dilation (or dilata-
tion) and erosion (cf. [6–8]). Their work introduces a
“zone of interest (ZOI)”, a bounding box that limits
the neighborhood in which calculations have to be exe-
cuted. This principle significantly speeds up the gener-
ation of distance maps. A similar principle is used with
FEED [12, 20] to speed up that algorithm. The ZOI
is created sequentially in two passes. Moreover, this
method also allows multi class DT; see also Section 2.
It further extends this principle as it allows the use of
different metrics for the distinct objects or classes.

In the same two years as Lee and Phan [84, 85],
Bitar [55] and Bitar and Marty [54, 56] got three of
their patents published. Here, we will discuss one
them: a “Method for determining chamfer mask co-
efficients for distance transform”. This patent is very
interesting as it continues the work of Borgefors and
colleagues [21, 22] on chamfer DT. As elegant as
chamfer DT may be, the calculation of parameters d1

and d2 (see also Eq. 7) is costly; see also 3. Bitar
and Marty [55] introduced an algorithm to reduce the
computational complexity of these calculations signif-
icantly.

Also in 2010, Porikli [86] (Mitsubishi Electric Re-
search Laboratories, Inc., Cambridge, MA, USA) got
their patent application on a “method for generat-
ing distance maps using scan lines” granted. Unlike
the conventional approaches their method extracts the
minimum distances with no explicit distance computa-
tion, using either multi-directional dual scan line prop-
agation or wave propagation methods. The precision of
the dual scan propagation method can be set according
to the available computational power. Alternatively, a
wavefront from object points can be started that propa-
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gates outwardly at each step, while recording the num-
ber of steps as the minimum distance (cf. [17,87–90]).
However, unlike for example FEED [20], the compu-
tational load of Porikli’s algorithm does not depend on
the number of object points, which makes it constant in
performance. Please note that, in addition to the patent,
this work is also well described in [47].

Taken together, in the last decade various interesting
DT patent applications have been granted. This sec-
tion only discussed a handful of them but already il-
lustrated how vivid this topic of research is, also for
industrial purposes. The patent applications discussed
are not so distinct from the developments discussed in
the previous two sections. Moreover, this section illus-
trated that up to now the academic research conducted
in the first 30 years still serve as the field’s foundation
(cf. Section 3 and this section).

Also with patent applications, issues as speed-
accuracy trade-off and multi class DT are a topic of
interest. This former is well illustrated by the work of
Bitar and Marty [55] who present an algorithm to opti-
mize the calculation of chamfer parameters d1 and d2;
see also Eq. 7–8. Among other issues, also the issue of
multi-level intensity images has been challenged in the
patent application of Liang and Bogoni [83]. Last and
perhaps most noteworthy is the application of DT for
image segmentation; see also Fig. (1). This illustrates
the fundamental nature of DT, as image segmentation
itself is already considered as a fundamental operation
in image processing.

6. CURRENT & FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

With this article we have tried to provide a very
brief introduction into distance transforms (DT) in
Section 2, including a specification of the most promi-
nent algorithms in the field in Section 3. Next, a few
interesting results from the first decade of this cen-
tury were discussed (Section 4). Moreover, through
two data sets (see Figs. (2) and (3)) and their accompa-
nying statistics (see Table 1 and 2) as well as through
a benchmark (see Table 3 and Fig. (4)), the intriguing
complexity of the fundamental concepts DT and DI
is well illustrated. Eight noteworthy algorithms (i.e.,
city block [1,2], Danielsson [17], chamfer 3-4 [21,22],
hexdecagonal region growing [23], Maurer et al. [33],
EDT-2 of Shih and Wu [24], FEED [12, 20], and Lu-
cent’s LLT [68]) developed to calculate DT/DI illus-
trate this; see Fig. (4). Finally, we have discussed the
key patent applications that emerged on DT in Sec-

tion 5. This last section illustrated that up to the current
day the work conducted in the first 30 years still form
the field’s foundation (cf. Section 3 and 5).

On one hand, distance transforms (DT) are a ba-
sic operation in computational geometry. On the other
hand, they are applied within various applications; see
for example, [53,69,91]. In the last case, DT are either
applied by themselves or as an intermediate method
such as: route planning and (robot) navigation [26, 28,
56, 61, 70], collision prevention [27], video surveil-
lance [69, 71], internal radiation therapy [13], hand-
writing recognition [62, 72], (medical) image segmen-
tation [9–11, 13–15] (see also Fig. (1)), skeletoniza-
tion [63,73], Voronoi tessellations [30,64], Bouligand-
Minkowsky fractal dimension [74], Watershed algo-
rithms [65], neuromorphometry [73, 75], MRI data
analysis [76, 92], and volume rendering [36, 77], to
mention but a few.

DT can be applied in an arbitrary number of dimen-
sions [21, 32–34] and even for image sequences (i.e,
video) [12]. However, most often they are applied in
2D or 3D [32, 35–37]. The reason for this is simple;
most digital images are 2D, some are 3D, as it is well
illustrated by the areas of application just mentioned.
For 4D and higher dimensional spaces, fewer direct ap-
plications are apparent and, hence, few patent applica-
tions will be filed in this area. Therefore, this article
focused on 2D DT, which is an established field on its
own [32], as we have seen throughout the article.

This article illustrated that the true groundbreaking
work on DT has been done in the previous century (cf.
Sections 3 and 4 and see Fig. (4)). However, it must
be acknowledged that also in the last 10 years, the re-
search on DT has been vivid, as has been illustrated by
the interesting articles published and the key patents
that have emerged; see also Sections 4 and 5. Note that
only a small sample has been included of the research
(i.e., both articles and patent applications) conducted
in the previous and the current century.

When comparing Sections 4 and 5 there appears to
be hardly any overlap between the authors of scientific
articles and the inventors of granted patents. Excep-
tions are the work of Rucklidge and colleagues [80]
and Porikli [86]. Both of them filed their algorithms
well before publishing it (e.g., [47]) and saw their
patent application granted after their article was pub-
lished. So, in general it seems to be of interest to con-
sult recent patents in computer science. For sure, it is
worth the effort for computational geometry, for DT in
particular, as has been illustrated by the current article.
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DT are a core concept in computational geometry
and, consequently, in computer science in general. On
one hand, this sets DT at the roots of a broad range of
applications. On the other hand, having its principles
well defined, progress in this field concerns improve-
ments in precision or speed. Most often both the ap-
plication’s speed and precision is determined by many
factors; consequently, the infringement of a patent on
DT is sometimes judged as hard to detect. Neverthe-
less, DT as research topic is vivid and the interest of
both science and industry undoubtedly paves the way
to a bright future for it.
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